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Abstract
Control and eradication of Johne’s disease of ruminants caused by Mycobacterium aviumsubsp paratuberculosis (MAP) still remains a
formidable challenge before the scientific community because of insidious nature of the infection and our inability to diagnose subclinical cases.
Vaccination against MAP is considered an alternate option to control JD. Inactivated vaccines, live attenuated vaccines, subunit vaccines, DNA
vaccines and recombinant protein based vaccines have been developed for JD with variable successes. In this mini review, we have discussed
various types of vaccines developed of JD and their current status.Searching of new vaccines and testing against MAP infection is still a very
practical approach to control and eradicate the JD.
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Introduction
Johne’sDisease(JD) or paratuberculosis is anincurable,
chronic granulomatous enteritis of ruminants and other animals
and is caused by Mycobacterium aviumsubsp paratuberculosis
(MAP)[1]. The organism has also been implicated with Crohn’s
disease of humans. JD incurs huge economic losses to the dairy
and small ruminant industryworldwide.During early stages of
the infection, infected animals’ sheds MAP intermittently in the
feces and thus acts as a source of infection to the susceptible
animals[2]. Lack of proper diagnostic assays in identification
of the subclinical cases of MAP infection is a major challenge
in the control and eradication of the disease[3].Alternatively,
vaccination against MAP is a viable option to control and reduce
the economic burden due to JD[3].In this mini review, we have
discussed the recent development about vaccination against
MAP infection and futurology.
Vaccination trial against MAP infection was initiatedin
1990 with whole cell antigensobtained from heat killed MAP
organismsand was suspended in oil adjutants[4].Inactivated
whole MAP cells have been used to prepare commercial vaccines
such as Mycopar, Gudair and Silirum. Mycopar was developed
from MAP strain 18 (now identified as Mavium subsp avium),
whereas Gudair and Silirum from MAP F316 strain[5].These
vaccines have been shown to minimize MAP shedding and
disease transmission but do not protect the animals from new
infections[6].
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Sequence analysis and annotation of MAP genomes,
predictionof proteins (structure, sub-cellular locations
and antigenicity) based on the bioinformatics analysis and
subsequent validation with laboratory experiments opened up
a new era in the development of vaccines against MAP[6,7]. A
rational frame model has been proposed recently to test the new
generation vaccine against MAP. It consists of three phases such
as phase I (screening of candidates in bovine macrophages),
phase II (mouse challenge models) and phase III (goat challenge
model) to develop MAP vaccines[8].

Vaccine Types

Presentlylive attenuated vaccines (LAV), subunit vaccines,
DNA vaccines and recombinant protein based vaccines are
available for the JD with variable success reports. Several
mutants of MAP have been produced by allelic exchange, phagemediated and transposon mutagenesis to attenuate the MAP
virulence[3].Recently, transposon mutant bank was constructed
to 13,536 MAP K-10 Tn5367 and some of the mutants like
4H2, 30H9, 22F4 and 40A9 showed reduced virulencewith
Bovine macrophages and Monocyte-derived macrophages cells
[9]. However, further studies are warranted to assess their
suitability as LAV candidates. Mutants generated by direct allelic
exchange methods targeting known virulence genes such as
pknG, relA, ppiA, mpt64, lsr2 ,leuD, sigL, sigH and secA2[3,10,11]
were screened as LAV and the results showed that ΔrelA, ΔppiA,
ΔleuD, Δmpt64, ΔsecA2ΔsigL and ΔsigH had protective immune
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response against MAP infection in the experimental models
tested. LAV stimulates both innate and adaptive immune
response that is considered an advantage with these vaccines.
However, it would not differentiate between infected and the
vaccinated animals[6].

Subunit vaccines using MAP DNA or recombinant protein
antigens have also been tested.These vaccines may overcome
the interference in the diagnosis of bovine tuberculosis in
comparisonto the whole MAP cell based vaccines (killed or
attenuated)[3].Different antigens like antigen 85 Complex
(A, B and C), LprG, MAP1518, MAP0261c, MAP2698c,
MAP3567,MAP3184, SodD, AhpC, AhpD and Hsp70 were tested
as subunit vaccines. These studies were mainly focused on the
protective immune responses due to cell mediated immune
responses rather than humoral immune responses[3].However,
it has been shown that a protective response from Hsp70 was
due to activation of B lymphocytes. Unfortunately, none of
subunit vaccine candidates tested so far could able to provide
complete protection in the murine, calf and goat models[8].

Delivery of expressed MAP antigens through attenuated
strains like Salmonella and Lactobacillus salivarius was shown
to be an alternate way to stimulate protective mucosal immune
responses[12,13].This approach is, however in primitive
stage and needs further studies to prove its usefulness in the
development of subunit vaccines. Combination of viral vectors
with MAP antigens was also tried to develop DNA subunit
vaccines. AhpC, gsd, p12 and mpa gene fusion constructs were
developed with viral vectors and used to test their immune
protective role against MAP. Results showed protection against
subsequent challenges studies in murine models[14].In another
study in which MAP antigens were delivered through nonreplicative human adenovirus 5and modified vaccinia virus
Ankara recombinant, induced MAP specific CD4+ and CD8+
immune responses and protected from the MAP infection [15].

Conclusions and Future Directions

Diverse strategies have been used to develop vaccines
against MAP. Unfortunately, as of now none of the live attenuated
or subunit vaccines are available commercially. The most
important areas to focus are
i)

MAP cell biogenesis to understand the biology of MAP,

ii) Host-pathogen interactions to know about how bacteria
overcomes highly orchestrated host defence mechanisms
such as innate and adaptive immunity,
iii) Pathogenomic analysis of MAP strains to know
geographical distribution and SNPs to select an appropriate
MAP strain for further studies,

iv) Top down proteomic approaches to identify more MAPspecific antigensand their iso-forms for further screening,
v) Studies on post translational modification of MAP
proteins to understand the pathobiology and immunogenicity
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and thus will offer to select new level MAP-specific epitoesas
a better vaccine candidatesand

vi) Long term trials that mimic with natural MAP infection.
Even though,as of now none of the vaccines gives complete
protection against MAP, but searching of new vaccines and
testing against MAP infection is still a very practical approach
to control and eradicate the JD.
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